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Market Update — December 8th, 2017 

Spot resin trading remained solid; while the flow of both seller offers and buyer inquiries trickled in 
below average, transaction closing ratios were very high as both sides apparently came to deal. De-
cember has historically often swung between the best or worst month of the year and it looks like it is 
gearing up to be a good one this time. With little more than a week concluded, our physical resin trad-
ing performance has already exceeded half of a typical month. This past week also witnessed a con-
tinuation of the recent trend, where Polyethylene prices fell further while Polypropylene levels mostly 
held firm. The export market is showing better signs of life, but price and availability (hurricane re-
lated) are still hampering the huge volumes that were expected to develop at this time. 
 
The major energy markets were all lower in active trading. WTI Crude Oil again began on its high, fell 
through Wednesday and then began to recover, but even Friday’s strong surge was unable to close 
the gap. The Jan WTI futures contract lost a clean $1/bbl to end the week at $57.36/bbl. Brent Oil 
spent the entire week in the red, the $2+ late week rally cut the Feb futures losses to $.33/bbl when 
trading ended Friday at $63.40/bbl. Natural Gas really took it on the chin – the Jan contract got pum-
meled almost 10%, $.289/mmBtu, to $2.772/mmBtu, the lowest level since the end of Feb. 
 
The spot monomer markets moved modestly higher amid light trading. Ethylene for Dec delivery 
strengthened as the week wore on, adding $.01/lb to $.2875/lb. Propylene firmed too, PGP for Dec 
delivery gained a half-cent to $.4775/lb. Nov PGP contracts were priced at $.49/lb, which was up a 
cent; based on current spot levels, Dec PGP could see a similar rise. NGL prices again came under 
pressure - ethane was hit with another sharp loss, after dropping $.02/gal in the previous week, it 
chucked off another $.035/gal to $.2025/gal ($.085/lb). Propane peeled off $.015/gal to $.975/gal, 
($.276/lb).   
 
The spot Polyethylene market was active and good volumes of resin transacted along all the major 
commodity grades. As we have seen for several weeks, even though offerings have not been overly 
abundant, most PE prices slid a bit more every few days as the hurricane premiums continue to un-
wind. HDPE for injection rose the most beginning even before the storm, and has since corrected the 
sharpest. With another cent coming out of the market this week, it is now priced back below HDPE for 
blow mold (which is still fairly snug) for the first time since Sep 2016. 
 
Processors are enjoying the recent PE price break, which ranges by grade between $.07/lb to $.20/lb 
and averages $.10/lb, but most resins are still above pre-Harvey levels. The general consensus re-
mains to buy lightly as needed, while working down inventories, with hopes of procuring at even lower 
prices come the New Year. Resellers are currently still liquidating uncommitted materials, but have 
enough dry gun powder to pull the trigger on super holiday resin deals if they are presented. We rec-
ognize that even though the market has already come down significantly, we remain bearish as there 
is still likely more downside ahead – remember, there are additional new PE plants to come online. 
 
Spot Polypropylene trading was average at best as supplies are relatively tight and prices remain 
elevated. This past week, HoPP prices held steady while CoPP eased a cent of the expanded pre-
mium that was garnered in the wake of the hurricane. Buyers are disappointed that PP prices have 
not really subsided like PE, but we are not shocked at all. These markets are very different and we 
feel that the divergence is justified and have periodically suggested such for many months.  
 
We expect PP prices to continue to outstrip PE as there are no new meaningful domestic PP projects 
that will significantly enhance supplies. The market will still ebb and flow along the way with normal 
cycles, but we do not see huge downward price movement in the near future. Instead, we see minor 
upward pressure in Dec, based on supply / demand and the potential for a small cost push increase. 

  Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

  @ResinGuru 
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Resin for Sale 11,165,432 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

LDPE - Film 3,008,692          0.580$   0.650$   0.550$    0.590$   

HDPE - Inj 2,204,024          0.580$   0.660$   0.550$    0.590$   

LLDPE - Film 983,380             0.580$   0.660$   0.550$    0.590$   

LLDPE - Inj 966,552             0.650$   0.710$   0.630$    0.670$   

HDPE - Blow 964,552             0.590$   0.660$   0.560$    0.600$   

PP Homo - Inj 877,656             0.610$   0.690$   0.630$    0.670$   

LDPE - Inj 840,920             0.620$   0.680$   0.590$    0.630$   

HMWPE - Film 752,736             0.590$   0.630$   0.560$    0.600$   

PP Copo - Inj 566,920             0.600$   0.730$   0.650$    0.690$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

HDPE Blow Molding 

1 Year 

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


